
Reception Class Planning
w/c - 1st June 2020

Hi Everybody,
I hope that you’re all well and staying safe.

The activities look a little different this week as
they’re set up for the classroom but you can still access
the activities at home the same. Group 1 activities are
the harder activity, with Group 2 activities being a little
bit easier.
If you have any problems, please send me an email. I’m
back at school full time on 1st June so I’ll only be able to
respond in the evening.
Take care and hope to see you all soon,
Mrs Meakin

Book of the week - The Magic Balloon by Oakley Graham
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_iYuqGN888

Day Activity
Monday Phonics

* Sound cards
* Reading Robot - www.phonicsplay.co.uk
* Tricky words
* Reading words (containing new sound)
* Tricky words - spelling
* Writing a sentence

New sound - ai
Tricky words - he, she, we, me, be, was,
my, you, her, they, all, are, the, to, I, no,
go

Literacy
Recount. Ch to write a recount of the different things that they’ve been doing whilst they
haven’t been at school.
Discuss capital letters, full stops, finger spaces, sounds in words, letter formation etc.
Maths
Group 1- counting in 2’s
(Youtube)

Group 1 - ch to fill in the missing numbers
(counting in 2’s forwards and backwards)
Group 2 - ch to fill in the missing
numbers on the number tracks (1-10,
extend to 1-20, forwards and
backwards)

Literacy/Topic
Share the story ‘The Magic Balloon.’ Recap the places that
Will travelled to on his journey. Explain to the ch that
we’re going to travel around the world and visit some
different countries. We’re going to start in our country.
What country do we live in? Discuss. Show the ch a world
map. Does anybody know where England is on the map?

Ch to each have a map of the world.
Ch to colour in where Great Britain is
and label it.

Ch to have a map of Great Britain. Ch
to draw a dot where Stoke on Trent

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_iYuqGN888
http://www.phonicsolay.co.uk


Show the ch where England is on a world map. Discuss the
size of England compared to other countries. Explain that
England is part of Great Britain (name all other countries)
and it is classed as an island because of its size. Discuss
how Great Britain is surrounded by water.
Discuss how we live in Stoke on Trent. Locate Stoke on
Trent on the Great Britain map.

is and label it.

Do the children know their address?
If so, they can write underneath
what their address is.

I live at ……….. (or they can write
Kidsgrove).

Tuesday Phonics
* Sound cards
* Reading Robot - www.phonicsplay.co.uk
* Tricky words
* Reading words (containing new sound)
* Tricky words - spelling
* Writing a sentence

New sound - ee
Tricky words - he, she, we, me, be, was,
my, you, her, they, all, are, the, to, I, no,
go

Literacy
What is an ‘adjective?’ Discuss.
Explain that an adjective describes something e.g. a
yellow lemon. Yellow is the adjective. Show the ch an
object e.g. a pencil. Ch to think of a word to describe
the pencil e.g. the long pencil. Repeat with a few
different objects.

Group 1 - show the ch a selection of
pictures on the IWB. Ch to add an
adjective to describe them e.g. a
round ball, a pretty flower etc.
Group 2 - Ch to have a picture of
their page and the word next to it
e.g. ball. Ch to add an adjective to
describe the object e.g. a bouncy
ball.

Maths
Complete the number patterns
(count up to 15 and back, count up to 20 and back)

Group 1 - 2, 4, 6, ….. ….
Counting in 2’s, forwards and
backwards

Group 2 - 2, 3, 4, …. …
(forwards and backwards)

Topic
Share the story ‘The Magic Balloon’ on YouTube with
the ch. Tell the ch to focus on the hot air balloon.
How does a hot air balloon fly? Discuss.

Ch to make their own hot air balloon
- use a plastic cup for the basket
attached to a balloon with string.
Ch to decorate their balloon using
collage materials.

Wednesday Phonics
* Sound cards
* Reading Robot - www.phonicsplay.co.uk
* Tricky words
* Reading words (containing new sound)
* Tricky words - spelling
* Writing a sentence

New sound - igh
Tricky words - he, she, we, me, be, was,
my, you, her, they, all, are, the, to, I, no,
go

Literacy
Adam Adjective powerpoint. Discuss throughout.
Give the ch some examples e.g. I found a bug in the
garden. Where do you think that we need to add an
adjective? Ch to think of an adjective to add.

Group 1 - ch to copy the object into
their book, adding an adjective for
each one

Group 2 - ch to complete the given
sentence using an adjective

Maths

Count and clap up to 10/20/50/100

Group 1 - Cut and stick counting in 2’s

Group 2 - cut and stick counting in 1’s

http://www.phonicsolay.co.uk
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Topic
Today we’re going to focus on England - the country
where we live. Do any of you know anything about
England? Have you visited any places in England?
Share some photographs of places/things in England
- can the ch name any of them?
Show them the Union Jack flag. What is this?
Explain that it is the Union flag from Great Britain
and it is made up of the flags from the different
countries in Great Britain - St George England, St
Andrew - Scotland and St Patrick - N. Ireland. Show
the ch how the flag is made up of these 3 different
flags.

Ch to create their own Union Jack
(Union) flag using different collage
materials.
Ch to be given the outline of the flag
to help them.

Thursday Phonics
* Sound cards
* Reading Robot - www.phonicsplay.co.uk
* Tricky words
* Reading words (containing new sound)
* Tricky words - spelling
* Writing a sentence

New sound - oa
Tricky words - he, she, we, me, be, was,
my, you, her, they, all, are, the, to, I, no,
go

Literacy
Show the ch a selection of animals. Pick one animal in
turn, ch to write down an adjective on their
whiteboard to describe the chosen animal. Share
ideas.
Repeat with a different animal.

Group 1 - read the different
sentences with the ch . Ch to
highlight the adjective in each
sentence.

Group 2 - give the ch a mat
containing animals. Ch to choose an
animal and add an adjective to
describe it. /write their idea down
e.g. a spiky hedgehog etc.

Maths
Counting in 10’s.
YouTube - Jack Hartmann, Have fun teaching,
scratch garden

Group 1 - ch to fill in the missing
numbers counting in 10’s - forwards
and backwards

Group 2 - ch to count the given
objects and write the correct
number in the box

Topic
Share the photographs again of the different
places/buildings found in England. Can the ch
remember the names of any of them? Recap the
names and discuss whereabouts in England they are.
Show there locations on as map of England.

Ch to cut and stick the pictures and
names so that they match e.g.
picture of Buckingham Palace with
the words ?Buckingham Palace.
Group 1 - 10-15 pictures
Group 2 - 5-7 pictures

Friday Phonics
* Sound cards
* Reading Robot - www.phonicsplay.co.uk
* Tricky words
* Reading words (containing new sound)
* Tricky words - spelling
* Writing a sentence

New sound - oo
Tricky words - he, she, we, me, be, was,
my, you, her, they, all, are, the, to, I, no,
go

Literacy
Show the ch an interesting picture. Ch to use

Ch to write sentences about the
picture, ensuring that each sentence
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adjectives to describe the picture. Write their ideas
around the picture.

has got an adjective in it.
Ch to write their ideas around the
outside of the picture making sure
that the use an adjective in each
idea.

Maths
Target numbers - ch to choose 2 number cards e.g. 3
and 25. Ch to count from the smaller number up ton
the larger number and back again. Repeat with 2
different number cards.

(Youtube - Christmas songs and
carols)
Ch to complete the 10 times tables
activities.

Ten frames - ch to count the
counters and stick them next to the
matching number.


